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Abstract

an Annotation interface, which enables annotators
to conduct and review annotation tasks for different types of text. The interface is flexible for handling monolingual annotation (e.g. Arabic text)
and also bilingual annotation (e.g. post-editing
of MT output). The interface provides the required annotation functionality for moving, merging, replacing and editing words within a paragraph along with the undo and redo actions.
In addition to the Admin tools, the framework
provides the lead annotator with components for
automatic correction of basic errors and also quality control. The annotation framework is currently
deployed and is expected to be used by up to
twenty users, annotating an aggregated corpus of
two million words.

We demonstrate a web-based, languageindependent annotation framework used
for manual correction of a large Arabic
corpus. Our framework provides intuitive
interfaces for annotating text and managing the annotation process. We describe
the details of both the annotation and the
administration interfaces as well as the
back-end engine. We also show how this
framework is able to speed up the annotation process by employing automated annotators to fix basic Arabic spelling errors.
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Introduction

Errors in natural language text, such as incorrect
spelling, word choice, or grammar, are problematic for natural language processing (NLP) systems: they contribute to data sparseness and limit
the effectiveness of NLP models. Automatic correction of these errors have been studied for different languages (Kukich, 1992). QALB (Qatar
Arabic Language Bank)1 is a project on automatic
correction of errors in Arabic text. Our approach
has two components: (a) large scale manual annotation (correction) of Arabic errors, and (b) statistical modeling of the text correction.
In this paper we focus on the first task and
describe the design and implementation of our
language-independent, web-based annotation system. Our framework provides intuitive interfaces
for both managing the annotation process and performing the annotations. Additionally, we show
how our framework employs automatic annotators
to correct basic Arabic spelling mistakes to speed
up the annotation process.
Our framework consists of two major interfaces: (a) an Admin interface, which enables the
lead annotator to create, assign, monitor, evaluate
and export annotation tasks in large scale; and (b)
1
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Related Work

Traditionally, manual text correction is performed
under the context of post-editing machine translation (MT) output. The goal of post-editing is to
evaluate MT systems rather than building corpora
of edits.
Tools like PET (Aziz et al., 2012) and BLAST
(Stymne, 2011) provide annotators a text-editorlike interface to identify, record, and correct errors. Text-editor-like interfaces are very flexible
and allow all forms of corrections to be performed,
but, they are not capable of accurately tracking token alignment, if at all.
Frameworks such as EXMARaLDA (Schmidt,
2010) and GATE (Cunningham et al., 2011) facilitate multi-layer and multi-round annotations. An
example of such approach is the work of Dickinson and Ledbetter (2012) who annotated errors in
Hungarian students essays using multiple annotation layers from phonology to syntax in different
stages.
TCTool (Llitjós and Carbonell, 2004) provides
a token-based correction interface. It allows for
tokens to be moved around, deleted, or added, but,
does not allow for tokens to be merged or split.

http://nlp.qatar.cmu.edu/qalb
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This is because it assumes all input text to be outputs of MT systems, which do not produce merged
or split words. Since our source text contains a
majority of manually written text, this assumption
does not hold. Furthermore, TCTool is designed
to deal with short sentences while we aim to annotate larger documents in order to benefit from
wider context.
Above all, these tools are not designed for largescale, distributed annotation projects. They do not
provide facilities for managing thousands of documents, distributing tasks to tens of annotators and
evaluating inter-annotator agreement (IAA). Our
system draws on the advantages of the above tools
while adding the required facilities to manage a
large annotation project. In this aspect, our system
is similar to the COLABA project annotation tool,
a web application for dialectal Arabic text annotation (Benajiba and Diab, 2010; Diab et al., 2010).

the hope that we may learn from the human correction process.
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Efficiency Due to the large amount of text that
needs to be corrected, our Annotation interface
should allow annotators to concurrently log into
the system and perform their annotation tasks very
quickly.
Quality Control To ensure the quality of corrections in our corpus we should be able to monitor
the performance of each individual annotator and
the consistency of annotators among each other.
Therefore, our system should allow us to perform
inter-annotator agreement (IAA) evaluation. We
also need to ensure that all source documents are
of reasonable quality. For this we need a mechanism for annotators to flag low quality (e.g. highly
dialectal) text.

System Requirements and Constraints

Annotation Web Interface

In this section we present our framework, the Annotation Web Interface, which will be used to
carry out the annotation process. Our main contribution is the Annotation interface (Figure 1) which
provides an intuitive drag-and-drop interface to
manipulate tokens in a document. We describe the
design and implementation of each component in
further details.

The QALB project aims to produce a large corpus
(two million words) of manually corrected Arabic text. Our system must allow for quick annotation of texts without sacrificing annotation correctness and consistency. This section describes
the requirements and constraints that our annotation system needs to fulfill.
Text Correction The QALB corpus will contain
corrections of errors produced by native speakers
of various dialects, non-native speakers and machine translation systems in a variety of contexts
including news, Wikipedia articles, forum posts,
and student essays. Therefore, our annotation system should not just account for spelling mistakes.
Our annotation interface allows annotators to perform different types of actions which correspond
to the following types of corrections: (a) Edit
actions: words that are misspelled or mistyped
should be modified. (b) Move actions: Words that
are not in the right location should be moved to
the right location. (c) Add actions: words that are
missing need to be added. (d) Delete actions: extraneous words should be deleted. (e) Merge actions: words that have been split by mistake should
be merged. (f) Split actions: words that have been
merged by mistake should be split.

4.1

Architecture

Our framework has three core components: the
Annotation interface, the Admin interface, and the
application programming interface (API) server.
The Annotation interface is used by annotators
to correct assigned documents. The Admin interface is used by the lead annotator to manage annotators and documents, assign tasks, evaluate IAA,
and monitor the overall progress of the annotation
process. Figure 2 illustrates how these components interact with each other.
Both Admin and Annotation interfaces are web
pages that complete their respective tasks by sending HTTP requests to the API server. The API
server handles these requests and performs the
necessary operations using the local file system
and a database.
In addition to the three core components, there
are automated annotators. Automated annotators
are scripts that interface with the API server to perform automatic corrections. We discuss how we
use an automated annotator to speed up the annotation process.

Token Alignment Since we allow a large range
of corrections, we need to be able to track the
alignment of corrected tokens to the original text.
In addition to token alignment, we want to track
the list of actions performed by each annotator in
2

Figure 1: Sample of corrections of a token: (a) Moving (b) Deleting (c) Editing (d) Splitting (e) Merging

Figure 3: A single token box.

performs a split. Annotators cannot modify a token and split it at the same time. This allows us to
track individual changes so that we have a consistent action history.

Figure 2: General Architecture Diagram.
4.2

Annotation Interface

As illustrated in Figure 3, each box has additional buttons that can be used to either delete a
token, add a new token before the selected token,
or add a new line after the selected token. Figure
1 shows screen-shots of each action performed in
sequence.

Annotators need to be able to view their assigned
tasks, perform corrections, and submit their final
corrections. This is done through the Annotation
Interface. The Annotation Interface first displays a
list of tasks assigned to an annotator. The annotator selects a task and then displays the Annotation
Window, where corrections are performed.
The Annotation Window displays tokens in separate boxes. Each box can either be dragged or
double-clicked. Tokens can be moved by dragging
and dropping tokens to the desired location. Tokens can be merged by dragging a token slightly to
the left or to the right to be merged with the previous or the next token, respectively. Double clicking on a token opens a dialog box with a text input
which contains the current value of the clicked token and can be used to modify the token’s text.
Adding a space between two characters of a token

The Annotation Interface also has few other features to help with the annotation task. Undo and
Redo buttons are provided to allow annotators to
go back and fix mistakes. The interface also provides access to both the original Arabic text, and,
if the text was the output of a machine translation system, the original English text. This additional information help annotators in determining
how much their corrections alter the meaning of
the original text. If a document has poor quality
of writing or translation, the interface provides the
annotator with a Flag button, which alerts the lead
annotator about the issue.
3
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4.3 Admin Interface
The lead annotator will be managing a team of
about twenty annotators who can use the system
remotely and concurrently. The Admin Interface
contains: (a) a user management tool for creating new annotator accounts and viewing annotator progress; (b) a document management tool for
uploading new documents, assigning them for annotation, and viewing submitted annotations; and
(c) a monitoring tool for viewing overall annotation progress and evaluating IAA.
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